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tion. For a detailed study the reader is referred to the individual chapters of the contri
butors themselves. As a result of assembling this collection the editors hope to have
helped towards the development of a coneeptualization of the different aspects and
conditions of the international practice of law. There is of course more than one ap
proach und more than one stmtegy to cope with globalization in the area of the inter
national practice of law. The various options have different consequences. lt was not
so much the goal to assemble this collection in order to have a definite answer as 10
invite questions and to tiy to gain material that could then be used in the ongoing
process ol‘ reacting to the challenges ofthe international practice oflaw.

12. Managing the International Law Firm: Nuisance
or Necessity?‘
Günter Müller Stewens2 und Jens Drolshammer>

23.) As Lloyd N. Cutler points out in bis foreword ante, there is a need for perma
nent basic legal education for all lawyers whether they specialize in local or in inter
national Iaw. In times of globalization, basic legal education means a sound un
derstanding und appreciation of international, transnational and comparative legal
issues combined with the developrnent of the uppropriate means to acquire knowledge
oflanguages and of the capability to express and exehange ideas and views. Lloyd N.
Cutler confronts this internationally educated lawyer with a series of cited questions
asked by the contributors to this collection; «Are the
changes inevitable? Are the
developments good for clients lawyers for the practice of law? Are they good
for the development ofthe law itself, for the society, for the international community
ofnations? lfnot, what could be better, what can we do to move in the right direc
tions‘?».
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24.) Klaus Böhihoff, the other eminent lawyer who honours this collection with a
foreword‘° sees the world‘s legal profession going through an intense international
education due to an increased globalization demand for international legal advice. Re
points out the difference between the glinering international practice of law und the
still irnpressive number of lawyers (eg., more than 90 per cent of all German lawy
ers) working in small firms or as sole practitioners‘
25.) lt is the intention of the editors of this book to contribute 10 the awareness of
the legal profession. The members of the community of the international practice of
law may be interested in the deep und detailed insights provided by known specialists
in the various subjects in w‘hich legal managerial and technical developments form
new cutting edges. The less globally active lawyers may like to take note ofthe gene
ral principles and big tendencies described by authors with a reputation for broad und
wide thinking.

1

1
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See K. Böhihott oForeword» ante.
Llo‘d N. Cutler und Klaus Bohlhoff am cenainly in agrnement with üie sumrnarv made by Professor [tunsJürgen Heliwitz. \‘ice-Pwsi&nt of ihe German Bar Association. in bis pwsentation to We Council of the lnwf
national Bar Association in Versailles. Fmnce on 20 May 2000 an Pmfessionalisrn versus Commercia

lism». Prokssor Hellwig discussing mc task of lawycrs said «... ii would be ideal ifthe legal profession could
make socicly awam of the development of the globalization und the reasons thcrefore». Professor Hellwig
himselfeoncluded tltat this would be tee over ambiticus a gaul und he thercfott at least askcd for lawyers [0
he aware of the development in the legal system and its dangers far society. Professor Hellwig themfom re
minded the layers to follow the principle «in diibio pro ‚US Kille. nec pro pecuniw‘.
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Erstmals veröffentlicht in: The Internationalization of mc Prncticc of Law, 2001, Kluwer Law Interna
tional, The Hague, London, Boston. 2001,5.203—227. mit Günter Müller-Stewens.
Professor of Management und Organization at the University of St. Gallen; Managing Direetor ofthe
Institute of Manaqcment.
Professor of Law, (Tiiularprolissor flur Angloamerikanisches Recht und Rcchtsgeschäftsplanung und
-gestaltung), University of St. Gallen, Switzcrland; Co-Founder und President ol‘ the Commission and
Leeturer an Law, Master of Luropean und International Business Law (M,B.L.-HSG) und Master af
International Management Programs at St. Gallen University; Partner, Homburger Rechtsanwälte, Zü
rich, Switzcrland; Visiting Scholar und Fcllow, Harvard Law School (Spring 199‘)).
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1.

therefore possibly be rather different when compared with other PSFs with regard to
such aspects as the importance ofethical rules, the (Us yet) existing linkage to national
laws, the language background to the consultancy product, the particularly strong
adherence to the partnership principle, the dominance of other values, such as busi
ness consultants, the absence ofhorizontal mobility 0€‘ experts coming in from outside
because of the tradition of «seltmanagement» (a CFO looking für a new job would
hardly be the first person a law (km thinks of, and vice versa), the hitherto sparsely
available range ofconsultancy services for law firms because ofthe lack ofexpertise,
etc. Nonetheless, we feel that there is also a multiplicity of aspects in common which
can be put to good use. On the assumption that the need Ihr management know-how
will drastically increase in law firms, we shall systematically consider to what extent
knowledge existing in other PSF sectors could also be of use to law firms.

Introduction

This article is concerned with the workplace of many lawyers the taw office. We
intend in particular to deal with questions of organization and management of an of
fice of this kind. Are the organizational forms still customary today capable of mee
ting present day challenges to a consulting company ofthe kind concemed, effective
Iy und actively? More specifically, most offices can still be regarded as a collection of
individual experts. Thejoint handling ofa mandate by an overlapping team seems the
exception rather than the rule. In essence, euch person manages only himself. One
vay of seeing this is as an «artist group». TIiis form of working also closely re
sembles that of the lawyer‘s own professional image, being prepared to work to an
ethical standard but, on the other hand, rarely wishing to accept additional structures,
such as formal quality management, or regular feedback processes. And, as we know,
this model of an office has not Fared badly in past years. If, on the other hand, we look
at the development in demand (increase in complex and transnational cases, intema
tionalization ofAnglo-American legal systems, growing differences in the borderline
between the areas of work. etc). and the ensuing, increasing competition amongst the
large offices for attractive segments of business, one can only wonder whether this
Form of self-reliance will still do in the Future. We take the view here that law offices
increasingly will have to cope with questions ofprofessional management ifthey are
to make headway successfully. Division of labour, team stnctures und co-ordination
through management and management systems will increasingly impose on them the
character ofa «law firm».
—

f

II.

From Law Office to Law Firm?

Our message is that in certain selective market segments, the «traditional office» must
follow the path to a law firm if it is to achieve future growth und play a relevant role
in the market segments concemed. A law fam must then be regarded as Falling within
the categoiw ofa professional service 1km (PSF) and consequently one to be conduc
ted as a service company.
However, this also provides an oppoflunity Ihr asking, what can a law firm leam from
other PSFs (business consulting. marketing agencies, executive search firms. etc).
This adds relevance to issues such as correct development and positioning strategy, an
effective management organization, the right distribution of responsibilities für profit
and loss, the formation of eflicient project teams, dealing with various Service cultu
res, etc. Since most offices arc organized on a partnership basis, tension flelds natural
ly arise, such as those between existing partner rights and the necessary organization,
or between partner equality and a management hierarchy. If we now regard law firms
as a specific expression ofa PSF, this does not ofcourse mean that there arc no rele
vant features that characterize law flrms only. These exist in plenty. Law flrms may
500

In this article we intend to discuss several management aspects which we feel to be
particularly important, point by point. This is an initial sketch of the problem, which
be examined funher in the foreseeable Future. This will continuc und further de
mil
will our research. teaching und training work on an imponant sub-area of the PSFs
undenaken at the liniversity of St. Gallen4. The comments are not based on scientific
investigation. but result from professional und consultancy experience und a multipli
city of expen discussions by both authors. That PSFs are of growing interest as an
object ofscientific study is evident from the formation in 1999 ofa new Chapter for
Management Consulting ut the Academy of Management. This interest in PSFs also
rises from their increasing economic imponance. bot also [‘rom their ever more fre
quently occurring confrontation with management problems. A whole series of im
portant decisions are also pending which concem the legal background to the PSF and
whieh require a sound scientific approach to this type of service undertaking. These
decisions will have a quite considerable influence on the development of individual
PSF sectors und their relationship with euch other. The decision of the SEC on the
compatibility of auditing. consultancy and legal services will shape future strategies
and the industry structure of Iawyers offices5.
Consideration of the management problems of law offices is not new in itsellt. Yet
the development of the industry seems to be a diversion from the beaten track, lea

6

Compare the o‘-cn-iew in Müller-Stevens. Drolshummer and Kriegmcier. Prnfrssio;wI Senke Finns
(Frankfurt. 1999).
Compare on this point die exccllcnt. comprclicnsi‘c study hy die Nc York Stute Bar Association.
«Preserving the Core Values of the American Legal Prolbssion. The Place of Moltidisciptinary Practi
cc in the Law Governing Lawycrs». Report ol‘ 11w Special Commilice on 11w Law Goveming Firm
Strncture und Operation (Albany, April 2000).
Compare for example M. Galanter und Th. Palay. Tournament Dr Lawyers: The Growih and Trans
formation of the Large Law Firm (Chicago. 1991); 5. Mayson. Making Sense of Law Firms Strate
gy, Structure and Ownership (London, 997); DL. Spar, «Lawycrs Abroad: The Internationalisation
of Legal Practice« (1997) 39:3 California Management Review, 5. 5—25; DM. Truhek, Y. D&alay,
R. Buchanan and J. Davis, «Global Rcstnicturing and ihe Law: Studies of Internationalizaiion of Le
—
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ding to a split into the traditional, relatively regionally oriented partnerships and the
internationally operating, highly specialized Iaw firms. Roth are entitled to their e
xistence and therefore also to a future. However, these law firms will require strong
growth in management know-how if they are to make headway successfully and pro
fitably against ever more intensive competition. in this case, the nature of strategic
positioning as to whether one belongs amongst these law firms or not, rather thun
size, will prove decisive. This pressure towards professionalization also aHses against
the background of loss of income expeHenced by lawyers, especially in supra
regional partnerships7.
We believe that partnerships of this kind must face the following challenges and de
velopments in particuiar. These challenges vili be decisive for the future agendas of
partners in dynamic and growth-oriented law firms.
• Improving profitabihry of legal service providing with a simultaneous increase in
client orientation, which also implies a more comprehensive integration of partial
consultancy services.
• lntroduction and operation ol‘ manageme‘ii systems, including in particular intemal
control, quality management und knowledge management.
• Development ol‘ vLvion, mission and strategics as the future goai of the partners
hip. This also implies statements on regional diversification und the structure of
the range of services and form of diversification (intemal development, alliances
and mergers).
• This also includes active consideration of the efftcts fthe Internet on law offices
(on-line counselling in cyberspace, form of interaction with clients) and their dist
ribution outlets.
• Differentiation between organizational management structures und systems (go
vernance, process and structural organization. profit centres)8 and adherence to

•
•

performance-oriented remuneration. Systematic consideration of questions of or
ganizational cuflure und corporate identity ofa partnership.
Stronger marketing of (he Iawyer‘s services: lntroduction of branding of partners
hips, with appropriate budget.
Professional, generalized «people management», from recruitment through promo
tion to exit (Alumni Network, Retirement). Even ifwe are aware that the average
size of a law office in the USA is 1.6 lawyers and that in Germany only some
3 per cent of all lawyers arc active in the 25 largest offices and only 4 per cent of
all professionals work in pannerships of more than 50 lawyers, we should not lose
sight of the fact that this is where a major part of the fee volume of the market is
eamed. This applies especially to such margin-sensitive segments as M&A, where
only a few larger offices to some extent control a non-price-elastic market in prin
ciple. That is why we are not at present assuming a certain global concentration
amongst offices, especially in these competition-sensitive segments. Amongst the
few large international law firms, who are alreadv intensively concerned with ma
nagement questions and who now after long hesitation also seek advice on
management matters, and the countless one-man offices, we now frequently en
counter offices of relatively medium size, but oniy in a few cases employing over
100 lawyers. These medium-sized economic partnerships, in particular, are facing
management challenges which are very similar to those of some large law firms,
since they too have to intemationalize9 at their clients» bidding and must also
be able to integrate consultancy services. lt is for offices of this kind that (bis ar
tide is written.
—

—

—

—

III. New Strategies for Law Firms
A whole series of extemal developments are compelling PSFs to rethink their strate
gies and adapt their structures accordingly. If these developments remain unconside
red, they could threaten their very existence. If action is taken early enough. they
offer new growth potential. The question is whether similar strategic challenges apply
to law firms since, obviously, in recent months and years many law partnerships have
been subject to a process ofadjustment, sometimes dramatic.

guI Fields and the Creation of Transnational Arenas» (1994)44 Case Western Reserve L Rev, 5.407—
448 or NP. Vogt (cd.), The International Practice ui Law, Liber Ainericorum for Thomas Bur und
Robert Karrer (Basel, 1997).
According to a survey by the Nuremberg Institute for the Liberal Professions, the annual surplus per
Iayer in non-local pannerships in Germany (the Western statcs of die Federation) feil by around a
local
quaner beiween 1994 und 1997. fmm an average or DEM33S.000 ta DEM243QO. ..\mongst
pannerships, the situation has barcly changcd (from 166,000 10 171.000). The same applics Lo one
man oflices (from 92,000 to 94.0000). Amongsl the supra-regionul pannerships, this is also particularly
less
due 10 ihe risc in the cost quotient (between 60 per cent und 90 per cent in relation to sometimes
in
While
Gennany.
in
sharply
increased
also
hag
thun 305 ior individual Iawyers). «Laver density»
790. In
1975 there was still only one Iawyer for every 2,3(X) inhabiunls, by 1999 the l5gure was only
in
ihe USA, there is one Iawyer tor every 35t) inhahitants. In 1999 Ihere were approx. 105,000 lawyers
Gcrrnany compared with 6 1,000 in 1991. Compare on this point also Kienbaum Management Consul
ka,tlei—
tanis Ginhl-I, Das Prahle,,,: der Annvlt Schiununernde ErJnlg3fakrordn in deuasciw,z Anna!
2000).
(Düsseldorf.
an
(hin &
Since 1. August2000. an Extmnet package for client intenction from die business eonsultants
Company can be found under Bain.eom on die internet.

a)

fliversification and Specialization

An already very obvious trend is the globalization and consolidation of business as a
result of clients cross-border activities. This opponunity of regional growth is there
Compare Döser. W.H., “Rechtsanwülte als internationale Dienstleistungsunternehmen: Das Beispiel
Baker& MeKenzie» in Müller-Stewens, Drolshammcr, and Kriegmeicr (Hrsg.. 999). 5.259—250, on
the dcvelopment of law oflices in to international service companies.
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fore primarily due to the fact flut the client‘s process of internationalization must be
supported («seamless service») if the client is not to be lost. Of course, international
activities are also influenced by national legal systems. A stable base in the horne
market is therefore prerequisite Cor this form of expansion if the law firm is to consi
der additional mandates with international ramifications
The 17 partners of the Gernian partnership Schilling, Zutt & Anschütz arc facing a
break-up of their firm. Eight partners are to join the UK firm of Allen & Oveiy, the
remaining nine arc at an advanced stage of talks to join the US firm Shearman &
Sterling. One of the partners has expressed this as follows «it may sound clichdd hut
we really felt the pressure of globalization. Many of us had key experiences with
clients who were happy with our work hut were also asking for international ad
vice»‘°. This break-up is also an expression ofthe pressure on German law firms tobe
represented in such financial centres as London and New York in view of the domi
nance of Anglo-Arnerican investment banking. In sorne cases the pressure towards
international representation and the developrnent of capital market capabilities is so
great that the decision is a do-or-die one.
Growth can therefore also take place with regard to the range ofservices offered (and
the associated expertise). This can be actively achieved through a desire also to cover
newly arising needs for advice. However, a certain critical size is also necessary for
any additional specialization. since the law firm simply resorts to pedalling its wares.
However, as a reaction diversification has spread into other legal services, because the
client prefers one-stop shopping.
Virtually all law firms today are active in the area ofbusiness law, where dernand has
risen enormously. This results from the trend that cornpanies today settle their
conflicts through legal proceedings. The principal areas are company mergers. stock
exchange floatation and capital matters, international capital markets. privatization,
risk capital, corporate restwcturing and co-operative agreernents. In addition, how
ever. there are many other areas of consultancy such as propeny rights or consumer
rights. A sun‘ey by Stoller (1999. p. 144) revealed that law flrms with rnore than 300
fee-earners are active in 36 consultancy areas on average. However. diversification
into other «service lines» may also result in the law firm becoming to some extern a
yet rnore widely positioned organization, in which various areas of consultancy are
involvcd, and where for exarnple business consultancy, accountancy, tax advice etc,
are gathered under one roof. This road has been trodden by the «Big Five». Andersen
Legal now ernploys more than 3500 attorneys world-wide more than any other law
(km. Since in the USA (except in the District of Columbia) non-lawyers arc still
prohibited from owning a Iaw firm, this expansion is occurring primarily in Europe,
where a finn of auditors may also offer law services. Arthur Andersen, for example,
consequently transacts this business through Garretts, KPMG as a «rnultidisciplinary
practice» of this kind in Zurich, Ernst & Young already employs more than 120 attor
—

10

neys in Milan, etc. Here, too, we see the traditional service dilemma; on the one hand,
clients want one-stop shopping, on the other, many of them take the altogether critical
view that:
the law 1km is thereby no longer independent; and
(1)
(2)
conflicts will arise since an auditor must report on financial irregularities while
the lawyer‘s duty is that ofconfidentiality.
The «Big Five» recently received a counter-biast from the US SEC, which is requi
ring «auditing companies» to separate frorn their management consulting services
because of anticipated conflicts of interest. Ernst & Young Consulting has already
been sold to Cap Gemini. KPMG Consulting is going public. After the deal with
Hewlett-Packard seems to have not worked. Price Waterhouse Coopers is still deba
ting both scenarios, Of Arthur Andersen and Deloitte & Touche, no one knows as yet
what they will do, Anderson Worldwide is shocked by the ICC arbitration about the
break-up of its firm. The SEC‘s new guidelines on the integrity of auditors do not
prohibit consulting, auditing and legal services from operating under the same roof.
However, the SEC obliges audit flrms to include information about how much their
auditors were paid for non-accounting work in their proxy statements. This guideline
will rnost probably not be the last one in this matter and the future of «rnultidiscipli
nary practices» is still in danger.

b)

External Growth

Various options arc available to implernent diversification strategies, moving between
the poles of «internal development» and «acquisitiorn>. Internal developrnent from
one‘s own resources is advocated. e.g., by the unitary law office with its self-created
offices in various countries, with dornestic and foreign partners offering advice in
diflrent legal systems and areas.
In 1998 and 1999 in particular, the German market sought many and, in some cases.
spectacular, acquisitions and mergers amongst law offices. This is clear for example,
from the fact that (according to the German Lawyers Directoiy) by 1999 there were
already seventy partnerships with more than four locations, compared with 53 in
1998. After the national and European mergers, transatlantic mergers arc now awai
ted. Altogether, however, the merging trend seems to be fading for the time being. in
terms ofquantity.
In 1998, Deringer Tessin Herrmann & Sedemund announced a merger in that year
with the internationally well-known London office of Freshfields. Bnickhaus,
Westrick, Heller, Loeber was added in mid-2000, producing Preshfield Bruckhaus
Deringer. The world‘s largest law office was also created with German participation.
Cflfford Chance in Britain initially merged with the American firm Rogers‘ & Wells.
This association was then joined by Germany‘s third largest firm Pünder Volhardt

Compare Wall Street Journal Europe 31 May 2000.
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Weber & Axster. In mid-1999, Bellen Burkhardt Mlltl & Wegner (Germany), Pavia e
Ansaldo (ltaly), Moquet Borde & Associes (France) and Maier Lustenberger (Swit
zerland) then agreed on a contractually based form of co-operation. A new large law
firm resulted at the end of 1999 by the merger of the German partnership Boesebeck
Droste and the English office Lovell White Durant, forming Loi‘eIls Boesebeck Dros
te. Similarly in 1999, Schürmann & Partner announced its association with courderr
Brothers. As at 1 .7.00, Haarmann, klemme/rath & Partner (Germany) combined with
the Austrian business lawyers Hügel & Partner. The Stuttgart office of Gleiss Lutz
has also merged with the English fam Herbert Smith; The first German-American
merger was agreed on the same date between Feddersen Laute Ewenvahn Scherzberg
Finkeinburg Clenvn and the New York fam White & Case. Because ofthe pressure of
time in particular, and the more direct management capabilities, we will noneüeless
see further acquisitions and mergers in the future. For PSFs, however, they harbour a
particular risk: will the necessary majority vote (often 85 per cent) be obtained
amongst partners for the merger? Will partners, offices or even entire national firms
not willing to merge, split oft? Following the merger of the German firm ofFedder
sen Laute Eu‘envahn Scherzberg Finkeinburg Clemm (180 professionals) with the
New York fimi of White & Case (1.000 professionals in 24 countries), nine members
became independent as they doubted the potential for synergies, feared domination by
the US members und did not wish 10 work in a «law factory» which. in their view.
woukl distance them from their clients. During the Integration phase, firms are heavi
ly engaged in their own affairs, which make it easier for competitors to lure important
clients and staffaway. The risk of conflict is also particularly high as various organi
zation structures and cultures collide. And there is eveiy probability, especially for
top flrms, of a certain loss of quality of service. On the other hand, alliances may be
formed between several firms (local partners) conducted on the basis of co-operation
agreements. This may amount to cooperation (ad hoc or ongoing) without an establi
shed structure, or co-operation may take place with or without external effects (brand
name), but they can also use a joint fam as an «umbrella». Amongst co-operative
structures, retaining the independence of the individual companies may be attractive.
At the same time, however. it also opens up a whole runge of questions requiring an
answer. such as quality assurance, liability, exclusivity, profit pooling, maintaining
local goodwill, name rights, etc. When independent offices co-operate on a contrac
tual basis, however, the difficult question of rights and obligations conceming central
decisions (e.g., joint marketing or the inclusion and exclusion of co-operating part
ners) must be settled. How far do cncroachment rigbis extend? In whom arc they
vested? Who executes them? How cnn they be enforced? Because of these problems,
many experts regard such alliances only as a transitional mode! towards a merger.
They have therefore declined greatly in importance at the present time. Under the
name of Linklaterv & Alliance, six European law firms have combined to form Euro
pe‘s largest co-operation for international legal and tax advice. Here, too, a debate is
in progress as to whether the next step now is merger and who might participate, and
under what conditions, and who might not. lt Iooks as ifone office after the other will
be merged into Linklaters. Oppenho/J& Rädler (Germany) has already made a start
506
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with this. We shall see which of the other five offices will follow. Undoubtedly. many
partners will be lost in a process of this kind. Undoubtedly, this will sometimes be
undesired; at other times. it will be a deliberate decision on such occasions on account
ofbelow-average perfomiance (e.g., through early retirement).
In discussing acquisitions and alliances in the form ofextemal growth für law flrms,
we must be aware of the fact that this phenomenon is more or less new to this PSF
sector, i.e., little experience exists as to the actual long-term benefits. Obviously,
when this kind of procedure is selected, the need for management know-how is some
thing of an automatic consequence, both as to content and extent.

c)

Intensifleation ofCompetition

A natural consequence of these developments is increasing competition between law
firms. And this competition is particularly sensitive where the margins are very high,
such as, for example, in the area of consultancy conceming corporate takeovers. This
relatively non-price-elastic segment can be developed only if the firm can succeed in
acquiring the best professionals for itself. However, such professionals can be retai
ned only ifthe Iaw firm can pay them accordingly. The question that therefore arises
is. to what extent can certain positioning strategies and fee receipts also be transfor
med into above-average profitability? lt is, ofcourse, in no way the case that similarly
positioned law firms are similarly profitable. Nor does this mean that clients desire for
«seamless service» und «one-stop shopping» automatically leads to greater profltabi
Iity. Figure 1 provides an insight into this.
Firn

Seat

Profit
per partner
Smittioo

II

WachleIl, Lipton. Korn & Katz
Cravath. Swaine & Moore
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334
353
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463
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6
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46
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329
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376
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1,210
742
2,330
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53
6.5
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5.8
43
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9

511
33.5
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62-11
46-8
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17
6
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44

33-1
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vities ofa PSF into a business model. Regarding these activities standards, guidelines.
handling procedures and benchmarks can be specified (by comparison with other
PSFs). The service process is central to the model the process ofproviding a consul
tancy service being specified through it, by way ofexample. lt runs through acquisi
tion of the project, formation of the team, implementation of the project to project
completion. Every activity can now be detailed further. Under «acquisition», for
example, guidelmnes may be issued for participation in a «beauty parade» when recrui
ting a mandate in competition with rivals. This service process must be equipped with
four central resources:
—
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This is also graphically shown in Figure 2, where the firms from Figure 1 are transfer
red to a matrix. Here we can see. for example, that firms that are the most internatio
nal arc also the most unprofitable. This can undoubtedly also be explained by expen
sive office costs and the very different country margins. Nonetheless, internationaliza
tion also seems to have its price. Ofcourse, a firm such as Baker & McKenzie cannot
be directly compared on ground of its business model with a law firm established
only in New York and focusing on one service line. This draws attention to the per
formance of corporate management in a law firm. Law firms therefore compete not
only on the quality of their eonsultancy services hut also through the qualitv oftheir
management. But this takes us back to our initial thesis, that growing offices must, on
reaching a particular size, professionally come to grips with the subjects of manage
ment and organization, whether they want to or not. A law firm is a professional ser
vice 1km (PSF) in the Same way as larger management consu!tancies, marketing
agencies, executive search firms, lT consultancies, engineering offices, etc.

(1)
an attractive range of services on offer, capable through new, innovative pro
ducts to dojustice to topical developments on the demand side;
staff who will be so acquired and trained that they can oPfer services for clients
in the way required by the office‘s strategic positioning in the market (specialist area,
regional know-how, quality level, etc);

(2)
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IV. The Business Model
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Any person who nins a business in his mmd thereby also adopts a «revenue meeha
nism». This amounts to a model as to how it is believed that operating the business

will produce profits. «Behind» a model of this kind is a system of activities which
must be professionally executed accordingly. Moreover, in a small, local firm, this
system of activities will look quite different and much less complex than in a larger,
internationally operative and highly speeialized firm of economic lawyers. To some
extent, these activities can also be standardized, it should not only have a rationaliza
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(3)
systems for achieving, in particular, professionalization and standardization of
consultancy services and a reduction in dependence on individual members ofstaff;
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capital for funding the office‘s current activities (salaries, etc) and development
(4)
(building tip new offices, etc).
Capital has so far not been a relevant bottleneck for PSFs neither for Iaw firms. Re

F volunt UsOm

cause of the diversification of activities mentioned above (assumption of Internet
consultancy, regional expansion, etc) and because of the explosive rise in liability
risks, demand for an adequate capital basis has become topical in the meantime a
mongst business consultancies. This has already resulted in a number of flrms being

250

50

sold to highly capitalized groups (which in tum has bad repercussions on the organi
zation ofPSFs). Amongst law flrms, resource capital seems gradually to have gained
in importance against the background of such topics as growth financing, taking equi
ty, cash management, etc.
Systems of particular importance include pooling of individual expertise and expe
rience through knowledge management, the securing of quality in consultancy servi
ces in hectic growth phases through quality management‘‘, and developing effective
branding in an increasingly opaque market. Nowadays, the bottlenecks for most PSFs
arc their staff. This applies f5rst)y to 11w acquisition ofyoung people from the univer
sities («war for talents»). lfthey do not succeed, the growth rates now possible in the
market may not be achieved (profltably). However, experienced partners must also be
retained, in view of the competing dream careers in the New Economy. This mnrket
for personnel in such dynamic economic regions as Silicon Valley is particularly
competition-intensive‘2. No less important is also the «old boys network». Where do
partners go when they leave PSFs and how systematically should the relationship with
them be nurtured ifthey occupy important positions? Value added models ofsuecess
ful PSFs are distinguished by the fact that they are organized round a particular basic
intention. If, for example, one takes the view that the best graduates of the leading Iaw
schools must be recniited because of one‘s own market position, the organizational
principle could be «organising for recruitmenn>.
This imperative would then guide and align all individual activities and decisions of
the organization. lt may additionally be pointed out here that this business model still
relates purely to the provision of consultancy services. As soon as a PSF also acquires
equity stakes as a counterpart for its advice. it enters a quite different business area for
which other management skills are in tum necessary (e.g., equity management). Even
if certain ethical questions must be answered in the case of German law firms, this
trend must be anticipated since their position will othenvise be the poorer, at least on
the labour market, as many competitors for the best professionals alreudy have attrac
tive opportunities at their disposal for achieving advantages here for their staffs. The
se range from job enrichment through striking leaps in income, to interesting career
altematives. Ofcourse, not only advantages are linked with this.

12

Compare L. Siaub and C. Beutwr, ((Die ISO-9000-Zenifizierung von Anwnltskanzleien und das
Anwalcsgeheimnis» (1998) 12 Aktuelle Juristische Praris, 5. 1403—1109, regarding NO ceMilicalion
ofa Iaw office.
For an irnprcssive example, See the case study of the Venture Law Group at the Harvard Business
School (Harvard Business School 2000).
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There may, for example, be a conflict of interests (no further independent consultancy
services are available from equity stakeholders).

b)

Shifts of emphasis in growth

The importance of individual value added activities in the process organization of a
PSF changes along the growth path of a PSF. Figure 4 makes this clear through a
phase model. A smallish consultancy with less than 30 fee eamers often only has
local clients and a single ofTice. What is usually sold Ziere is the experience of Um
founders and very personal client relations are pursued. The subject of capital access
and branding becomes relevant only in phase 4, when the PSF statt to align itseif
globally. Does this model apply to law firms as weil? Once we disregard threshold
values in employee figures, this seems to be the trend. Law firms already exist in
dass 4, for example, with 1,000 professionals, etc.
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Organization

V.

has a not insubstantial infiuence over the organization of law firms. The choice of
organizational Form is not, of course. determined in this case only by business consi
derations but as Drolshammer (2000) shows in this issue, with the Big Five as an
example quite appreciably also by legal and tax aspects. The fact, too, that business
consultancies such as McKinsey or the Boston Consulting Group advise law firms on
strategy and organizational matters results in the experiences of their own and other
PSFs being incorporated in the law firms.
—

law firm‘s organization must, on the one band. meet the objective lt has set for
itself. In doing so it must take account of professional peculiarities and requirements
which are in part also laid down by regulators as in the area of law offices. In addi
tion, the organization must support the implementation of strategies und the achieve
ment of goals. On the other band, a PSE must also be ahle to offer the organizational
framework in which strategic initiatives perhaps unplanned can adequately unfold
in order to develop new services, market segments, etc. on a corporate basis.
Although most law offices portray themselves to the outside world as an association
ofattomeys dedicated to the «partnership principle», modern organizational structures
have made headway internally since the 1980s especially amongst Iaw flrms on the
US pattem of die kind observed in structured service companies‘3.
A

—

—

—

—

—

The firm is then still conducted only on a partnership basis. Offices of this type are in
contrast with those with very few partners, where all partners have the same co-opera
tion and co-determination rights and no formally established organizational structure
exists (US yet). Lt should also be noted at this point that the way in which law flrms are
organized is not insubstantially influenced by «in-hozise legal departinenis», with
which the offices «compete». They are, on the one hand, their indirect competitors
and, on die other band. frequently an interface and consequently co-operative part
ners with the client. They are already organized according to the principles applying
in «thein> companies. «Auditing companies» are also subjected to these reciprocal
effects. The way in which they and their associated «law practices» are organized
—

—

a)

GovernaHce

Figure 5 shows the more important elements of PSF management structure, as found
also in law firms. The investigation by StoBer (2000, pp. 105 et seq.) showed that
there were two different types of organization in law flrms. With the «chairman mo
del» the hierarchy is headed by a senior partner. Re is assisted by an executive com
mittee which is in turn supported by a strategy committee. The important entrepreneu
rial decisions are taken tiere. Members of the executive committee include selected
partners in die firm. A managing partner chairs the executive committee, and also
undertakes primary management duties. Re is responsible for the back-up office,
office management, lT matters, training, marketing, finance, etc. Under the «Triumvi
rate model» the organization is headed by at least three persons: the senior partner,
managing partner und finance partner. In large law firms, non-lawyers may nos also
be found in the information technology and finance divisions, and also specialists
heading these functions.

—

—
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Compare 1‘. Hardt, Organisation Dienstk‘istungsorientiertcr Unter,,ehrnen (1996).
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Management dimensions

The strucwral organization, and die interplay occurring within it benveen die indivi
dual management dimensions, is to some extent die «core» of a PSF. Rere, how it
functions, what is feasible and what is not, how powers are distributed, etc, becomes
most clearly evident. lt is thereby the expression of the PSF‘s culture. However, it
also reveals existing management capacities: to what extent competencies are «rigid
ly» arranged, or if people arc able on the basis of action principles to solve questi
ons ofcompetency flexibly and to some extent independently ofthe individual inte
rests ofthe management levels (so that sub-optimization effects arc avoided), as more
readily meets the requirements of a PSF. A PSF‘s organizational structure is oflen
only a necessaiy point of departure which must be kept fluid albeit in established
form. Principles of this kind may for example relate to a balance of interests to be
aimed at by all, associated with various organizational dimensions and responsibili
ties, or a principle is laid down as to what is meant by a level-related distribution of
responsibilities. Principles of this kind should then prove clarificatoty und guide ac
tion in a specific case. The first dimension along which organizational design arises in
a PSF is the so called «service Lflze», i.e., the various kinds of services offered by a
—

con,mittee

Figure

b)

—

—
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PSF, which are broken down into specific organizational areas on the basis of antici
pated specialization advantages. The reason for this delimitation may be the various
expertises that the business requires. The reflected client segmentution to which this
often gives rise should not lead one 10 believe that the attitude adopted towards the
client is therefore suitable. A client who may perhaps require several of these exper
tises will usually have one contact point vith this consultant and will expect his needs
10 be met in a co-ordinated and integrated way. The broader the spectwm of services
ofa law [km, the more varied will be the culwres in the individual service lines. The
type of person alone will mean that conduct and pnctice will differ greatly as be
tween a litigation department und a corporate flnance department. The eamings me
chanisms und business practices also show major differences. Since strategy, structure
and culture must be co-ordinated, more care will have to be taken, as competition
increases, that this remains the case. «Boutiquising» of law firms in this way is alrea
dy clearly evident, although it must be said that many legal specialist areas are unsui
ted to being adopted as own service lines as weIl. In the course of further develop
ment, certain market strong-points will then emerge with most PSFs. From a particu
lar point, it then becomes worthwhile in this case as weIl to divide up organizations
into so-called «industiy groups» (or «secior tea,ns»»4 which usually form the indus
trial strong-points with which the PSF is engaged. From this one expects a more ex
pedient and pertinent processing of client requirements as a result of better knowledge
of the industry. This ean then be taken yet one stage further, by setting up «kev ac
comit management» for a particularly important client e.g., in the form of a «custo
mer relations manager» or a corresponding team, so that there is direct 1:1 compe
tency in the PSF (in the form ofa partner or team ofpartners). In business consultan
cy practice it is evident that this organizational dimension is increasingly being used
proactiveli‘. The way in which this is done is to process an industry from which a high
demand for the firm‘s specific consultancy services is expected (eg., on account ofits
deregulation or liberalization), even without specific mandates, studies are worked up
and potential clients arc approached with the firm‘s own ideas Cor improving perfor
mance. To guide the firm‘s own client portfolio, a list of target clients» may also be
drafted and theo actively worked on. In this way, it is hoped to get away from some
times Iuxuriantly originating client portfolios where often any kind of conceptual
basis is lacking and where there is therefore little potential for synergies. With the
increasing number of international offices, the challenge of international integration
ofindividual local industry groups then ofcourse arises. The question must be tackled
in what form such global, virtual teams can be integrated and to what extent this is in
fact possible‘5. Experience shows that the maximum that can be achieved is one con
tinent (e.g., «European Telecommunications Group»). With this second management
dimension, clear differences undoubtedly exist amongst law firms, at least in their

5

The cxpressinn «practice croup» is uscd dispamiely for both industrv and for services.
Co-ordinaiion and management of‘ such virlual teams is one of the greatest management ehallenges of
our time. See on this point for example, .1. Lipnack and J. Stamps. Vfrtual Teams (John Wiley & Sons,
New York, 1997).
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present form. While an active and commercial upproach by lawyers to clients is (as
yet) sometimes even prohibited (eg., so-called «cold-calls» may not be made), this
recruiting approach is also not to most lawyers» taste, either. lt is considered obtm
sive and conflicts with the duty of reticence inherent in the profession‘s concept of
itself. Many lawyers are therefore already irritated when competitors mention selected
clients as a form ofpublicity. With the second management dimension. the organiza
tion is faced with the question of how these two dimensions can be related to each
other. Here, there are two essential options: either the two sub-organizations are alb
wed to run side by side; or the two dimensions are inter-related through a matrix. In
the former case, an employee will be assigned to only one of the two dimensions. In
the latter case, there is a double assignment. Of course, the two dimensions again
meet at the top management levels, at the latest, in the former case. And then such
critical questions arise such as «to whom should eamings be ascribed?»; «who can
dispose over staff, and how?»: or «how greatly isa partner ofa PSF assessed in line
with the degree to which his own area is committed?»
In the latter case, such questions are already entered into the matrLr. Here, again, a
distinction must be made between two possibilities. lfthe two dimensions are equiva
lent in management tenns, every question must be settled «on the spot» at the point
where the expression of the two dimensions overlap in the matrix. This increases the
conflict sensitivity of the organization. This «pure matrix» can therefore be regarded
as a relatively laborious organizational form. The number of meetings usually increa
ses as a result of the growing need for clarification; conflicts of authority again urise
between the two dimensions. If the pure matrix is not applied, then one of the two
dimensions predominates. This is generally the histoHcally developed dimension of
the service lines. The heads of these areas have powers of direction over all staff as
signed to their service line. This becomes relevant, eg., when «staffing» the project
team. Each employee is in fact also allocated to an industry group. However, the head
ofthe industry group only co-ordinates. Attempts are made to motivate in the directi
on of industry groups extrinsically, by means of inducemeats that subsequently play a
role in the assessment and remuneration ofstaff.
A third management dimension still to be found in globally operating PSFs is the
regions (also known as «theatres»). The organization may therefore be divided, eg.,
into three organizational units America, Europe and Africa; and Asia and Australia.
With these regional differentiations, geographical and cultural proximity of course
play a decisive role. The regions often play the role of national companies from which
an international PSF has generally proceeded as an excrescence, which seen from a
higher level, must be optimized. One therefore wonders at what level the central value
added processes operate. What percentage of staff should be allocated to the projects
at European level, or should staffing be global? Training is generally a function un
dertaken both locally and globally, while recruiting is primarily undertaken locally. In
addition to these three management dimensions, a fourth could be said to exist: the
management of equity stakes acquired. To retain good partners and to keep a foot in
the door of the New Economy (since it is not possible at the start to meet the high fees
—
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demanded), they may sometimes also be prepared to accept shares instead of fees
(«taking equity»).

c)

Responsibility for Results and Distribution of Power

In large PSF‘s it is now almost commonplace for «proflt-and-loss-responsibility» to
be associated with an organizational dimension. which substantially influences the
way the PSF functions. The reasons for this arc many. First of all, Ihere isa desire to
foster entrepreneurship as a basic attitude, by decentralising responsibilities and p0wers. The intention is to achieve greater identification with one‘s own business, with
such consequences as improved cost consciousness, greater market awareness, more
competition between business units within the partnership, shorter decision taking
paths, reinforcement of specialization, fewer central functions, etc. Negative effeets
may be over-specialization. de-globalization and sub-optimization. Area egotism may
distort identification with the organization as a whole. As to how a suitable «geo
metry» is arrived at for P&Ls, there is no simple answer. How, for example, does one
discover from what size it is worth to further split down an independent unit further?
Attempts may be mode to iron out the said disadvantages of P&Ls by Corming coun
terweights to them. For example, competence centres may be formed for central func
tions (eg., research and development) diagonally across P&Ls. Or, because of the
problems in allocating fees to the matrix dimensions, a deliberate attempt is mode to
go by the matrix overlaps and their hopefully productive conflicts, by introducing
«double-counting» of projects amongst both service lines and industiy groups. Howe
ver. so that a completely distorted picture is not produced. a clear allocation must
again be made at consolidation point at the latest. A third countenveight to the P&Ls
could be to control the income of the industry groups. A further instrument is the
remuneration system where bonuses arc ascertained as a mix of P&L results and cor
respondingly highly weighted flrm‘s results. Because of Ihe confliciing centralizcd
and decentralized interests deliberately imported into a matrix, it is cspecially impor
tant for a PSF to have an instrument at its disposal to measure performance, so that
the desired equilibrium can be ascertained as precisely and rapidly as possible in or
der to take counter measures where necessary. lt must be remembered that the weigh
tings do not arise simply from the structural rules but that P&Ls arc also culturally
established and inlluenced. If P&L ownership is regarded as a «paradise on earth» in
a PSF, it inust be possible for substantial symbolic and power-political counter
weights to be created amongst the other organizational dimensions. ifthe principal of
equilibrium is applied.
In order to bypass the matrix somewhat, attempts can also be made in large internati
onal organizations to merge various P&Ls into one account. This can be done, for
example, by skirting the key accounts, i.e., the manager responsible for this account
has his results measured with certain clients. In other words, in a two-tier process of
this kind, the bookkeeping P&Ls arc consolidated at account level. Here, too, P&L
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responsibility again exists. «Combinations» of this kind can also be created in relation
to client groups or clients particular problem arcas. However an organizational struc
ture is arranged, it must be tested against the risk of new business areas being over
looked because they fall between two existing organizational units. An example of
this is the veiy late recognition by most ofthe established consultancy institutions of
the importance of c-business and the new competitors emerging here. Another impor
tant question is how a P&L unit newly dclimited at international level can be raised to
a critical size in the local companies concemed. Until it is large enough, it will usual
ly still be grouped together with other P&Ls. lt mtist also be rernembered that fre
quently there arc accounts that arc global by nature, while others must be kept purely
local. Lf, for example, the large pharmaceutical companies arc to be assisted with
advice, it is certainly worth setting up a «global market unit» whose objective is to
create a profound overview of this industry, coordinating the offering internationally
developing capabilities world-wide, etc. In other cases, it is perhaps more effective
for the client to «belong» to local units.

d)

Culture

An important element in the organization of a law office is also its culture. lt imbues
the daily conduct of business and also expresses the power relationships created by
the formal structures. This culture can be grasped only with difficulty. lt is subject to
change but the consequences of such changes are hard to forecast. However, since in
a «people business», which the lawyer‘s work is, the culture is of prime importance,
Ehe management must also take due account of it in a law fam, where the partners
must work over 80 hours a week ifthe work is tobe properly stage-managed to keep
the staff «happy». Hut what would an international partners meeting be without pro
fessional stage management?
One aspect ofculture management is for example dealing with symbols. This includes
the choice of the building, its appearance, the dcmonstrated value of modern techno
logy, the customary attire, etc. Status, too, is also frequently expressed through sym
bols. Hut rituals arc also an element of culture. For example, the daily gourmet buffet
in the office at 9 p.m. gathers stabilising mornentum, in Ehe same way that the unwrit
ten rule of «working mb Ehe night» cnn itselfbecome a ritual.
Language is frequcntly also a clcar expression of a panicular culture. What concepts
arc used in argument? What is meant by such commonplace terms as, for example
«loyalty» or «performance»? Does one demonstratc one‘s world citizenship through a
particular density of Anglicism in one‘s discourse. Who is osually the first to speak?
etc. Yet the implementation, too, of the «onc firm approach» aimed at by many inter
nationally operative PSFs, (i.e., how a firm «from the same mould» acts worldwide)
is very largely dctermined by the culture, by the corporate identity, and by the sharcd
values of the office. Where offices arc merged, Ehe culture often becomes a critical
success factor in successful integration. When one Iooks into Ehe reasons for a failed
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merger, apparently unbridgeable cultural differences arc frequently mentioned as an
important cause. The «culture clash» when two organizational cultures impinge, fre
quently ties down enormous resources that may result in the loss of important perfor
mers.
Even if culture is a relevant factor of organization in all PSFs equally, it may be as
sumed that one or more of the core values ofa law firm‘s culture will differ appreci
ably from that of other PSFs. This is partly due to the fan bat the lawyer‘s profession
tends to attract a cenain type of person. But to some extent cultural differences also
arise through the specific nature of legal work and through the social imprint acquired
duHng legal training and professional experience already gained. These cultural diffe
rences are also evident in the multidisciplinary pnctices of the Big Five and are not
infrequently the source of management problems. However, in terms of existing cul
tural diversity, they offer an opportunity that should be seized, which again is a task
of management.

VI. Summary and Prospects
Lawyers arc not fee-takers but must also think and act entrepreneudaily ofcourse in
addition to their professional work. Management know-how and systems will there
fore become an indispensable component of any law firm. This development will
undoubtedly not affect all types of law firms in equal measure, but is bound to emerge
especially in certain intemationally aligned client segments und particularly margin
sensitive service segments. lt is important, in any case, that we are aware (hat two
different business models and consequently two different organizational models are
concerned‘6. This requires a clear strategy decision, as it gives rise to many conse
quences with regard to managing and organising a firm of this kind. The local firm is
therefore no more of an «end-of-line model» than the traditional one-man-office, and
it will still remain the culturally deferred workplace for many lawyers since in their
view the larger firms arc merely «Iaw factorjes>,. Since profitabilitv and quality assu
rance are also of course an aspect of management. ongoing standardization of the
processesl? in law fimis can therefore not be put off indefinitely. The risk is also that
—

6

7

If we use Mintzberg‘s organizational typology (1-1, Mintzberg, Die Mintzberg-Sfruktur: Organisatio
nen Effektiver Gestatte,, (Landsberg, 1992)), the international iaw flmi couid weil be described as a
«professional bureaucracy» und the local firm as an «operative adhocracy».
Standardization plays an appreciably greater role in the legal profession having regard tu the stan dar
dL-ation ofknawledge. Because of their professional status und the corisequently extensive training,
the necessary co-ordination amongst professionals is generaily based on the standardization ofknow
ledge. The lawyers professional tradition also implies an entitiement to autonomy anti seif
determination in working. Lawyers may thereby atlempt to minimize the influences of others on iheir
vork. However, the global activity of international iaw firms is ncreasingly requiring prafessionals
also tu work in teams in order to offer comprehensive muitinational services. Team working requires
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of bureaucratization, in the form of over-standardization, tu the detriment of customi
sing the central success factor ofany consultancy work. Maister in 1993 pointed out
that traditional management principles such as standardization and monitoring were
particularly problematical and extremely sensitive when applied to «professional
services». The strong extemal orientation of the business would also always additio
nally complicate subordination to intemal management and organizational mecha
nisms. The sketchy approach in this paper towards the phenomenon of the develop
ment of law offices from one-man firms and local pannerships into internationally
active law firms has, in our opinion, demonstrated that a thorough scientific and inter
disciplinary dialogue has become necessary. We therefore advocate at this point that:
—

Universities decide in their business economics and law depanments to tackle
(1)
the PSFs in their research, since they have become an important factor in every natio
nal economy and display many noteworthy features‘t. So that this is done in a prob
lem-related way and PSFs may also benefit from the results, eg., in the form oftailor
made training and research projects, PSFs should be committed to selected universi
ties. This can be done, for example, by sponsoring professorships, as in other new
industries (trade, media, etc).
(2)
The legal management and general management of law flrms must be integra
ted. For this purpose, the special features of law firms must be identified so that proper account can be mken of them in structural models. Building on this, an area of
research and leaming should be developed in which, apart from professionals, the
«organization of professionals» should also be covered in an inter-disciplinary man
ner. The considerations set out above are primariiy of an intuitive nature. They arc
based on many assumptions, which can also sometinies undergo sudden change and
then initiate entirely different consequences. A comparative minor example ofthis is
the new attitude of the SEC, which initially made the Price Waterhouse Coopers mer
ger probably the last event of its kind und which practically turned the «multidiscipli
nary practice», which was still so much in vogue a few months ago, into an end-of
line model overnight. However, the trend towards increasing use of legal services
may weil subside, as people again learn how to solve their own conflicts. Or even
more generally, we could see a tumaround in the economic approach to motivation in
society, since a future elite may no longer be willing to accept a heavy loss of mea
ningfulness as the price for long working hours and extreme prosperity. An appreci
able, lasting collapse of the stock markets or the prevalence of social differences
could be the trigger. lt is not our aim to paint a black picture. But such alternative
scenarios should never be lost from sight since nowadays they become reality at the

not only dose co-operation but also ongoing dialogue. Vet this trend towards co-operation must in
turn be secured by cenain process and quality standards.
Knowledge transfer may of course moreover prove useful for future-oricnted management ofindustri
al companies. PSFs have subsiantially more comprehensive expericncc of managing dcccniralized and
networked structures tlian exists in industrial undenakinus. The cisc of «inteliectual capital» is also re
Iatively advanced in PSFs.
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most varied points of our world more frequently than we are perhaps able or willing

to see.

DM. TRUBEK, Y. DLZALAY, R. BLCHANAN und J. Davis, «Global Restmcturing and the Law:

Studies of Intemationalization of Legal Fields and the Creation of Tmnsnational Arc
nas» (1994) 44 Case Western Reserve L Rev, 5. 407—448
(cd.), 77w International Pracrice of Law, Liber Americonun für Thomas Bär and
VOGT
N.P.
Robert Karrer (Basel, 1997)
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